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Have a Hot Time 

It's perfect rocket weather! The sky is cloudless and the only wind is a soft, fitful breeze from the 

south. Rockets of all sizes are whooshing and thundering upward in a thoroughly satisfying display. 

This tale is full of sound and fury, signifying that you’re flying rockets in Texas! As you help a 

fellow rocketeer prep his flight you notice that, despite the heat, he has stopped sweating. His 

previously cheerful, purposeful actions have become confused. His calm proficiency seems to have 

evaporated in the heat. He’s making simple mistakes and yelling at the rocket as if it were the cause 

of his clumsiness. Your friend is experiencing heat stroke. If he doesn't get help soon, he could 

suffer severe injury or even die. You are his best hope to avoid this fate! 

  

Central Texas is known for high temperature and high humidity from May until October. Typical 

May daily high temperatures are in the low to mid eighties with the humidity averaging in the high 

seventies. This combination of heat and humidity means your body can't cool itself as efficiently as 

it needs to. The Texas coast will have even higher humidity. West Texas will have lower humidity, 

but this “dry heat” sucks the water out of faster than in more humid areas. You must take 

precautions to ensure that you don't suffer a heat related injury. 

  

Here are a few tips to help you maximize your rocketry enjoyment in the heat. 

  

Drink WATER!! This is the most important and easiest thing you can do to avoid heat injury. If 

you wait until you are thirsty to drink, then your body is already about 1 quart low on water. Keep a 

container with you and drink even when you are not thirsty. Take a container of water with you 

while chasing rockets. Soda and alcohol are bad for you and coffee (caffeine) is worse. Water is 

best. You can drink too much water, but it is difficult. You probably should aim to drink from ½ to 

¾ quarts per hour, but don’t exceed 1 ½ quarts per hour or 12 quarts per day. 

 

Understanding dehydration: http://ojames3.tripod.com/tccrangesafety/rangesafety-heat-

dehydration.pdf 

  

http://www.tccnar.org/
http://ojames3.tripod.com/tccrangesafety/rangesafety-heat-dehydration.pdf
http://ojames3.tripod.com/tccrangesafety/rangesafety-heat-dehydration.pdf


Here is the US Army’s recommendation for water consumption. Use it to more accurately gauge 

your body’s need based on actual conditions. On this table, rocket prep and launch would be easy 

work. Recovery would be moderate to hard work. 

 
 

See http://hprc-online.org/environment/files/HeatStressCard.pdf   for electronic 

versions of this document.  

http://hprc-online.org/environment/files/HeatStressCard.pdf


  

Wear lose fitting, light colored clothing. Wear a cap with a flap to cover your neck and ears or a hat 

with a wide brim.. Stay in the shade. Avoid strenuous activity. These are simple precautions to 

protect your body from excessive exposure to heat. 

  

Get ready for the heat! Spend some time outdoors getting hot prior to hitting the range. Use this 

link to see the humidity in your area: 

http://www.wunderground.com/US/Region/Southcentral/Humidity.html 

  

Use the buddy system. Watch each other for signs and symptoms of heat stroke or heat exhaustion. 

  

Don’t Lose Your Cool 

When it comes to heat, your body is like a car. If either one overheats, the result could be minor or 

major problems. Knowing what to do can help you keep your body, or your car for that matter, 

running. When a person has heat stroke, it's like a car running with almost all the water boiled out 

of the radiator. It's very serious, and can lead suddenly, and without warning, to a complete 

breakdown. 

  

As you move, your body heats up. Your body keeps cool by sending blood close to your skin, and 

by sweating. When the temperature is above 90deg. F, when the humidity is high, or when the sun 

is beating down on your head, it's difficult to stay cool. When in extreme heat, people can suffer 

heat cramps and heat exhaustion. These are unpleasant and can be somewhat serious. But, if they 

suffer heat stroke, they run the risk of brain damage and even death. 

  

Symptoms of Heat Stroke 

When the body overheats, it can go into crisis. Usually, we sweat when we're hot. When someone 

has heat stroke, there is no sweat. Their skin is very dry and hot. Other symptoms include strong, 

fast pulse, very high temperature (106deg.F to 112deg.F), and confused, strange, or angry behavior. 

The victim may feel chilled, nauseated, or dizzy, and soon become unconscious. 

  

First Aid for Heat Stroke: Act Immediately 

Contact health care professionals right away. If the victim has stopped breathing, use artificial 

respiration to get breathing going again. Move the victim to a cooler area, and if possible, soak 

them in a cool bath. Use a fan or cold packs if available. Keep the victim lying down with feet 

raised. 

  

Avoid Heat Stroke 

If you know you'll be exposed to greater heat or humidity than normal, take several days to get used 

to it by spending time in similar conditions. When in the heat, take frequent breaks and drink plenty 

of cool water. Even when you're not thirsty, your body is losing fluid which needs to be replaced. 

Alcohol makes it harder for your body to keep cool, so avoid alcohol when you do hard work in hot 

weather. Don’t skip meals. Eat normal meals to ensure you have enough salt/electrolytes. Don’t 

take diet pills during heavy exertion in the heat. 

  

Symptoms of Heat Exhaustion 

http://www.wunderground.com/US/Region/Southcentral/Humidity.html


While Heat Exhaustion is more difficult to diagnose than heatstroke, chances of full recovery are 

far better unless the patient is not treated promptly. Because of excessive fluid loss, Heat 

Exhaustion usually gives adequate warning. Its symptoms include: increased fatigue, weakness, 

anxiety, and drenching sweats, leading to circulatory collapse with a slow, thready pulse; low or 

imperceptible blood pressure; cold, pale, clammy skin; and disorientation followed by a shock-like 

unconsciousness. 

  

Syncope (faint) is a mild form of heat exhaustion and is precipitated by standing for a long time in 

a hot environment, e.g. the soldier on the parade ground, and is due to pooling of blood in the heat-

dilated vessels of the lower extremities. 

  

First Aid for Heat Exhaustion 

Place the patient flat or with the head slightly down. This helps restore fluids to the brain. When the 

patient starts responding, give the patient small amounts of sugar water. 

  

Avoid Heat Exhaustion 

Drink water! Wear loose fitting, light weight, light color clothing. Stay in the shade as much as 

possible. Avoid unusual, strenuous activity. Drink more water! Eat normal meals to ensure you 

have enough salt/electrolytes. Don’t take diet pills during heavy exertion in the heat. 

  

Symptoms of Heat Cramps 

Heat cramps are less serious than heat stroke or exhaustion, but you should not ignore the 

condition. Heat cramps are characterized by painful and involuntary muscle spasms which usually 

occur in the abdomen, arms and legs, accompanied by heavy sweating. Heat Cramps often occur 

when you exercise heavily in a hot/humid climate.  

  

First Aid for Heat Cramps 

Have the patient stop what they are doing and sit quietly in a cool, shaded place. Give the patient 

cool water along with fluids such as clear juice or sports drinks with electrolytes. If the patient 

vomits, don’t give them any more to drink. Gently massaging the cramping muscles can provide 

relief. You can have the patient gently stretch the cramping muscles and/or use ice to reduce the 

cramps. If the cramps continue for an hour or more, have the patient see a doctor. 

  

Avoid Heat Cramps 

Drink water! Wear loose fitting, light weight, light color clothing. Stay in the shade as much as 

possible. Avoid unusual, strenuous activity. Drink more water! Eat normal meals to ensure you 

have enough salt/electrolytes. Don’t take diet pills during heavy exertion in the heat. 

  

Stay cool and have a great time flying rockets! 
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